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Addressing Change
Change is coming. The next few years will be a transition
through the revitalization phase. New ways of doing
things throughout Alberta PPA are being developed. This
HADevelopment Plan for CHIP–AB has identified a
large, key audience—day visitors—that has up until now
received very little attention in the way of programming
and services. Further, the audience profile for the park
indicates that a majority of visitors—campers and day
visitors—are repeat visitors. Finally, the park is about to
build a new Park Centre to host changing exhibits and a
variety of meaningful activities.

While the Park Centre Program Statement was developed
with the understanding that all park staff would be
working out of the Park Centre facility, this decision was
reversed before this chapter was written. This chapter
assumes that only the staff necessary to implement this
HA plan will be working in the new facility.

Key Challenges on the Horizon

Day Visitors
Developing effective HA programs and services for day
visitors will require thought and experimentation on time
of day, days of the week, location and delivery methods,
including activities within the Park Centre.

Repeat Visitors
CHIP–AB has a very high percentage of repeat visitors,
mostly from the Medicine Hat area. These people have
keen interests and strong opinions. HA services will have
to deal with their interests and supply them with diverse
and quality programs and opportunities to take part in
conservation and research activities.

A Broad Environmental Literacy-Based Mandate
This HADevelopment Plan has provided lines of inquiry
that address the entire new PPA Stewardship Model.
Services, activities and products developed by HA staff
will have to encompass a broader array of offerings
ranging from standard interpretive walks and
presentations to workshops and courses to help groups
and individuals build capacity to contribute to the park
(see Sidebar: Capacity Building—What is It?), and
projects. To lead these types of offerings, skills such as
mediation, facilitation, delegation and questioning will be
required.

New Technologies and Distant Audiences
This development plan encourages HA staff to reach out
to new audiences including distance learners. A electronic
workshop has been proposed for the new Park Centre
where HA staff and others will be able to develop or host
digital projects for exhibits and the internet. Staff may
need to access training in graphic design and use of
content-creation software as well as on-line education
design.

Changes in Emphasis
It is very likely that in order to develop and deliver
programs and services for day visitors, distant audiences,
and for people at various levels of the environmental
literacy scale, HA staff will have to cut back on some of
traditional programming for campers.

The Park Centre Staff Trap
Many sites that invest in a new visitor centre feel an
obligation to concentrate programs and services in the
new building. With limited staff, the park can end up
having to reduce out-of-the-Park-Centre personal HA
programming to keep the Park Centre open. A worst case
scenario can be that personal services for park visitors can
become limited to the Park Centre only. HA planners
must work to ensure that personal services are governed
by needs of audiences in the park and beyond, and by
other goals, not strictly by park infrastructure.
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Introduction
This chapter provides recommendations steps and approaches needed to implement this HA development Plan.
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Heritage Appreciation Development Plan
for Cypress Hills Interprovincial Park-Alberta

EcoLeaders Interpretation and Environmental Education

Recommended
Operating Budget
Traditionally, interpretive programs have operated on a
shoestring. But for the new HA services as envisioned in
this plan, equipment, supplies, and services will be
required on an on-going basis.

Annual expenditure categories are roughly estimated to
include:

• Marketing $4000.
• Publicity $4000.
• Public Program $2000.
• School Program
(equipment maintenance, $3000.
printed and web materials)
• Mileage (traveling
programs etc.) $1000.
• Temporary Exhibits
and Non-Personal $4000.
• Renewing Permanent
Exhibits (cycle to begin $10,000.
after first 3-5 years)
• Volunteer Appreciation $500.
• Web Maintenance /Hosting $1,000.
• Supplies and Software $800.

Other categories are expected to include facility
maintenance and operations, custodial, and giftshop
operations.

5.2

Sidebar: What is Action Research?
Action research can be described as a group of research
methodologies which pursue action (or change) and
research (or understanding) at the same time. This process
is often used in education research.

In most of its forms it does this by using a cyclic or spiral
process which alternates between action and critical
reflection and in the later cycles, continuously refining
methods, data and interpretation in the light of the
understanding developed in the earlier cycles.

A cycle consists of four steps:

Planning
• all the members of the research team question “what
are” the realities of their particular practices, and begin
to search for “what ought to be?”

Acting
• the researchers implement the plan they have developed,
addressing all or a particular set of problems.

Observing
• simultaneous with action is the collection of data.
Observation is important for subsequent reflection and
action.

Reflecting
• the researchers reflect upon what is happening with
their project, developing revised action plans based upon
what they are learning from the process of planning,
acting, and observing.

Action research is a process which takes shape as
understanding increases; it is a cyclical process where with
each cycle, you move towards a better understanding of
what is happening.

In most of its forms it is also participatory (change is
usually easier to achieve when those affected by the change
are involved) and qualitative.

For more information about action research see
www.scu.edu.au/schools/gcm/ar/arhome.html
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Action Research
The implications are clear—new services and creative
approaches will be needed. HA staff will be trying new
methods and locations for programs and services. It
will take time for new audiences to become aware of
new offerings and HA staff will need to pay very close
attention to audience responses. Staff must be
cautioned that it may take years to find optimum
combinations of advertising, timing, location and
presentation style that best suits the audiences and park
resources. Action research would be an effective
approach (see Sidebar: What is Action Research).

Development and Planning Time Needed
HA staff will require time to develop new programs
and services. They will also need to regularly evaluate
services provided and have time to tweak and modify
new programs. This will almost surely require them to
reduce the amount of service for the first few years of
implementing this plan. Alternatively, a higher staff
allocation will allow this development.

Increase HA Staff Capacity
HA staff will require training and other facilitated
learning opportunities. The array of knowledge and
skills within HA are challenging and complex,
requiring a rare and rich mixture of competencies.
Practitioners must be rigorous and disciplined about
setting learning objectives, understanding customers
and evaluating effectiveness. But they must also respect
creative freedom and support the art behind
interpretation and teaching.

New skills from other fields will be assets. These
include:

• community development
• facility management
• informal and life-long learning
• visitor research
• environmental and experiential education
• education for sustainable development
• social marketing
• tourism

Business skills, attitudes and responsiveness will also
be required along with specialized skills such as:

• web site development
• web and graphic design
• on-line learning design

Many of these skills can be developed among HA staff
or contracted out.

Learning can also be facilitated through:

• self-directed professional development
• peer learning
• coaching and mentoring
• good communication practices

A brief sabbatical or traveling self-directed learning
period for key HA staff such as the senior Park HA
Officer is recommended by EcoLeaders. This would
give him/her a chance to observe operations and
discuss procedures with facility management staff at
PPA and other facilities in the province.

Annual reviews of staff training needs should be
undertaken and followed up with specific training.

Annual Program Review Procedures
Staff and managers should review and evaluate the
CHIP–AB Heritage Appreciation Program’s previous
year’s contribution to PPA mandate, review goals with
guiding principles plus any new foundation elements,
review CHIP–AB HA goals, review changes in
audiences, and then revise annual HA objectives.

Easing Into Change
EcoLeaders is proposing significant changes in current
HA practices at CHIP–AB. There is much to do, but it
will be important not to rush. Plan to ensure smooth
and careful transition by:

• phasing in changes involving staff
• supporting new practices with tools such as
new HA planning forms
• training and evaluating as you go
• celebrating milestones
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Staffing Descriptions
Some positions described below may be contract, grant-
funded, or revenue-funded positions, or may be filled by
volunteers or partners.

HA Supervisor:
• a staff position
• supervises HA staff
• chief liaison with other park staff and partners
• does mass media role
• manages the Park Centre facility

Could be combined with Public HA Services Officer or
another position. As services and staff required grow, a
separate position may be required.

5.4

First Three Years 2004–2006 Next Two Years 2007–2008 Next Two Years 2009–2010
Position Months Position Months Position Months

HA
Supervisor

12

Public
Programmer/ HA
Supervisor

12
Public
Programmer/ HA
Supervisor

12
Public
Programmer 12

Seasonal Public
Programmer

4 Seasonal Public
Programmer

4

School
Programmer

12 School
Programmer

12 School
Programmer

12

Seasonal school
Programmer

4 Seasonal School
Programmer

8

Exhibit/activity
Coordinator

12 Exhibit/Activity
Coordinator

12 Exhibit/Activity
Coordinator

12

Seasonal Exhibit/
Activity Assistant

4 Seasonal Exhibit/
Activity Assistant

4

Exhibit
Designer

4 Exhibit
Designer

4 Exhibit
Designer

4

Partnership and
Volunteer
Coordinator

6
Partnership and
Volunteer
Coordinator

6

Tourism
Coordinator

6

Facility
Attendant/Clerk

6 Facility
Attendant/Clerk

6 Facility
Attendant/Clerk

6

Giftshop
Manager

6 Giftshop
Manager

3 Giftshop
Manager

3

Temp Facility
Attendant

2 Facility
Attendant

4 Facility
Attendant

4

Total 54 71 93

Table 5.1
Estimated
HA staffing
needs for
CHIP–AB. Sample Pages
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